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Abstract: This article traces the emergence and evolution of ‘rhetoric’ as a histor-
ical key term of metaliterary discourse. In the modernist period, the term ‘rhetoric’
was given a conspicuously central role in the heated debate over literary style and
its relation to ordinary language, not incidentally after rhetoric’s fall from grace
as an academic discipline over the course of the 19th century. Scores of writers
(e. g. Symons, Yeats, Hofmannsthal, Gourmont, Pound, Eliot) attacked ‘rhetoric,’
variously (and often vaguely) defined as convoluted poetic diction, moralistic or
political preaching, and meaningless abstraction. Yet, the broader cultural con-
text in which this anti-rhetorical discourse was situated reveals a climate of
widespread suspicion of language as a sign system, with the term ‘rhetoric’
functioning as a receptacle for feelings of dissatisfaction with language. In
contrast, Jean Paulhan’s sophisticated reappropriation of ‘rhetoric’ in Les fleurs
de Tarbes (The Flowers of Tarbes) and other writings reasserted confidence in
language and its commonplace expressions, and in the “arts of writing.” Paul-
han’s proposed solution helps us to shed light on a demonstrable tendency in
modernist poetics to incorporate rather than simply expel rhetoric – a search for a
properly modernist rhetoric.
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Always an avid reader of English literature, André Gide devoted one of his
wartime “Imaginary Interviews” to a discussion of Ulysses.1 The issue at stake in
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this dialogue between ‘Him’ and ‘Me’ is Joyce’s experiment with language. Him
suspects that Ulysses is mere play, one big farce, and that Joyce “invites us to take
nothing seriously” (164). Most shocking to the interviewee, however, is that
Joyce’s attack is directed “not so much against mores and institutions, but rather
simply against linguistic forms; not against thoughts and feelings but against
their very expression” (164). His interviewer, by contrast, celebrates this unset-
tling of language, because “too often, the word stands in for the thing and the
thing can vanish” (166). He goes on to approvingly cite on this topic “Jean
Paulhan’s precious book, The Flowers of Tarbes” (169). Gide, splitting himself into
opposing voices, thus echoes Paulhan’s own doubts about the avant-garde’s self-
proclaimed success at demolishing everything conventional and rhetorical in
language. ‘Rhetoric,’ set in opposition to avant-garde ‘Terror,’ is a central concept
in Paulhan’s theory. Although Paulhan’s writings evidently need to be studied
within their own context, his sophisticated use of the term ‘rhetoric’ helps us to
understand the nature and the origin of the alleged battle against rhetoric in
modernism at large. It shows the typically modernist preoccupation with litera-
ture’s artistic medium, language, and suggests a possible escape route in a
renewed range of duties for rhetoric.

Several factors justify the necessity of treating ‘rhetoric’ as a key term of early
20th century metaliterary discourse. ‘Rhetoric’ was obviously not a new term – by
1900, it had been around for some 2500 years. Since the Greeks coined it to denote
the set of techniques needed to speak effectively on all subjects, the termcontinued
to be used more or less in its original sense until the 19th century, even though
social and technological change inevitably altered the scope of the rhetorical
tradition itself and the way it was perceived. By the second half of the 19th century,
the traditional school discipline called ‘rhetoric,’ the system of discourse produc-
tion that had beenhanded down through the ages, had lost its prestige in academic
aswell as in literary circles throughout theWesternworld. It had disintegrated into
withered fragments – a list of common figures here, an elocution course there, and
a composition manual somewhere else (Conley 235–259). Even in France, despite
its strongly centralized educational system, ‘Rhetoric’ was officially abolished at
the very end of the 19th century: ‘Rhétorique’ as the traditional name of the last
grade of the lycéewas abandoned, along with the educational methods associated
with it (Compagnon 1215). Moreover, ever since Romanticism had swept across
Europe, literary authors had been turning away from the inherited formulas and

were collected and published in book form. Although an English translation was published in
1944, this particular section is, somewhat mysteriously, missing from it. Thus what we offer here
is our own translation.
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ornaments in rhetoric’s repertoire. All Western literatures witnessed a progressive
autonomization of literary language, which regarded rhetoric as a force to be
driven out. Traditionally, early 20th centurymodernism is seen in literary history as
the culmination of this tendency, dealing the final blow to rhetoric (Altieri 52–96;
Howarth 15–63; Bush, “Modernist Poetics” 232–250).

These large-scale developments – increased usage of the term ‘rhetoric’ in
modernist critical discourse at a time when historians of rhetoric agree that the
discipline had all but died out – indicate that ‘rhetoric’ had become a term to talk
about something else: literature. Authors and critics belonging to (proto-)modern-
ist literary movements consciously used it as a tool in their polemical debates
about literature, either assuming that their readers would know what was meant
by it, or exploiting its potential to carry various connotations, such as inauthenti-
city, academicism, deception, and bombast. For, curiously, when the term ‘rheto-
ric’ was used polemically by modernist authors, it appears to have been their
favorite weapon to attack precisely those 19th century authors who, in a Romantic
quest for authenticity and spontaneity, had vowed to have done with… rhetoric.
This paradox suggests that the term ‘rhetoric’ had undergone a semantic shift, or
had, perhaps, started moving in different semantic directions at once. We can
begin to grasp why literary history has made such a powerful axiom of modern-
ism’s anti-rhetorical bias (and its supposed success in ‘finally’ killing off the
stalemate tradition of rhetoric in literature) when we focus on ‘rhetoric’ as a
historical key term, i. e. when we study the precise meanings ‘rhetoric’ and
related terms such as ‘eloquence,’ ‘elocution,’ and ‘oratory’ were made to convey
in particular contexts, and the reasons and strategies behind such uses.

It is beyond dispute that modernist authors were prolific polemicists who
often voiced their disdain for what they called ‘rhetoric’ – and they claimed to
find it in literary works produced by other authors. Rhetoric is thus generally
presented as a feature of certain texts but not of others, a harmful substance that
can creep into a literary text but that is fundamentally alien to literature’s
essence. The correct modernist stance is therefore to fend off ‘rhetoric’ from one’s
own writing, while trying to purge it from literature as a whole. Paul Verlaine
offers a famous example of fin-de-siècle anti-rhetorical sentiment: his poem
“L’Art poétique” (1884), which became a poetic manifesto for the Symbolist
movement, quite violently denounces the use of rhetoric for poetry and, by
extension, any poetic convention, even rhyme:

Prends l’éloquence et tords-lui son cou!
Tu feras bien, en train d’énergie,
De rendre un peu la Rime assagie.
Si l’on n’y veille, elle ira jusqu’où? (327)
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Arthur Symons’s critical work The Symbolist Movement in Literature (1899) cele-
brated Verlaine’s achievements in the formal innovation of poetry. “With Victor
Hugo, with Baudelaire, we are still under the dominion of rhetoric. ‘Take elo-
quence, and wring its neck!’ said Verlaine in his Art Poétique; and he showed, by
writing it, that French verse could be written without rhetoric.” (213) The Symbol-
ists, in Symons’s view, sought to maximize the autonomy of poetry by reducing it
to pure intensity of feeling. Poetry should aim to communicate not scientific facts
or historical events, but the poet’s genuine feeling at the moment of thinking
those. If such genuine feeling remained absent, poetry was nothing but the
linguistic embellishment of otherwise plain, conventional, and abstract (in the
sense of not directly experienced) ideas. According to 1890s critics such as Pater
and Symons, if poetry only offered “la Rime assagie,” the subject matter had
better be treated in prose.

Introducing W. B. Yeats, an interesting figure here because he embodied the
transition from Symbolism to full-blown modernism, Ronald Bush summarizes
the entire anti-rhetorical sentiment of the turn-of-the-century period:

From the generation of the nineties onwards, Yeats, his contemporaries and near-contem-
poraries would seek somehow to produce what Symons calls ‘the thing itself’ – the intensity
of pure poetry, without the suspect combination of abstract ideas, high-minded sententious-
ness, and prose commonplace. But how does one write uncontaminated by public speech
and remain intelligible? Modern poetry’s first response was to limit its practice to finely
crafted lyrics. (“Modernist Poetics” 236)

Yeats frequently used the term ‘rhetoric’ in his essays. Without really explaining
what exactly he meant by the term, he criticized 19th century Irish poets such as
Thomas Davis and Clarence Mangan for having “[fallen] into rhetoric” (Book of
Irish Verse xxii). He similarly rejected the Victorians from Tennyson to Swinburne,
because they had in his view surrendered their poems to ‘rhetoric,’ in this essay
understood as the attempt by the poem “to absorb into itself the science and
politics, the philosophy and morality of the time” (Essays 190). Yeats thus
seconded the Paterian rejection of a straightforward discursivity resulting from
the incorporation of outside realities and discourses (politics, religion, etc.) into
poetry. This concern would be expressed even more clearly by Symons when he
wrote of Symbolism that it was “all an attempt to spiritualize literature, to evade
the old bondage of rhetoric, the old bondage of exteriority” (8), and that “in this
revolt against exteriority, against rhetoric, against a materialistic tradition […]
literature, bowed down by so many burdens, may at last attain liberty, and its
authentic speech” (9).

Yeats in equal fashion combined the rejection of external discourses (moral-
ity, politics, etc.) with a concern for plain speech in poetry: “We tried to strip away
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everything that was artificial, to get a style like speech, as simple as the simplest
prose, like a cry of the heart.” (“Poetry’s Banquet” 26) The proximity of these two
meanings ascribed to ‘rhetoric’ is not strange, because vague and stereotypical
poetic locutions were assumed to come on the back of abstract and commonplace
ideas or concepts. The abandonment of so-called ‘poetic diction’ with its convo-
luted and often archaic syntax and its expressive clichés was thus perhaps the
most conspicuous aspect of modern poetry’s attack against rhetoric.

Yet, the ostensible liberation of poetry from rhetoric by modern(ist) writers
cannot be reduced to a simple quarrel over literary style. There is more behind it –
a sensibility that remained unexpressed in Symons and Yeats, but that came fully
to light in English criticism in the 1910s, when T. E. Hulme, Ezra Pound, and
T. S. Eliot developed the formal demands of modernist poetics. In this period, not
only English authors but also French and German writers and intellectuals
expressed their dissatisfaction with language itself. The widespread feeling that
the language they used – not just literary language, but everyday language, the
language system as such – had become old and petrified, riddled with fossilized
expressions, and that it did no longer have the suppleness to allow them to
express their thought accurately and directly, was exemplified by Hugo von
Hofmannsthal’s “Brief des Lord Chandos” (Letter of Lord Chandos, 1902), a
fictional 17th century letter, which Ben Hutchinson calls “perhaps the single most
significant document of turn-of-the-century Sprachskepsis” (31). Chandos ex-
plains to his friend Francis Bacon why he has abandoned all literary activity: he
has “lost completely the ability to think or to speak of anything coherently”
(Hofmannsthal 133), because he has lost the ease of habit required to use
commonplace and abstract terms to describe reality; “my mind compelled me to
view all things occurring in such conversations from an uncanny closeness,” as a
result of which “everything disintegrated into parts; those parts again into parts”
(134). A mismatch between words and reality disables Chandos (and, so one reads
between the lines, the modern writer), who is disgusted by “rhetoric which is
good for women or for the House of Commons, whose power, however, so
overrated by our time, is not sufficient to penetrate into the core of things” (130).

The main reason, in short, why language was targeted under the rubric of
‘rhetoric’ was the inflexibility of its commonplace expressions, metaphors, and
tropes, and their perceived tendency to detach themselves from the real-world
concepts, experiences, and objects they were supposed to express. Yet, the under-
lying cause for this general discontent with the rhetorical nature of language
cannot be historically separated from contemporary oratorical practice. For, even
though rhetoric as a systemic body of knowledge and skills had lost its appeal by
the end of the 19th century, different forms of public discourse-making, public
speaking being the most obvious, naturally remained very prominent. Thus, the
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attack on language as ‘rhetoric’ lays bare a widespread fear as to the alleged
abuse of the power of language by orators in the public arena. In the discourse
surrounding mass politics and democracy, for instance, the term ‘rhetoric’ often
carried negative connotations, not least when deployed by elite commentators. A
case in point is Gustave Le Bon, whose study La psychologie des foules (1895)
influenced many intellectuals of the early 20th century.2 Le Bon observed that
certain words and phrases had become so semantically vague that demagogues
could fill in these virtually blank signs as they pleased. It so happened that there
was a term at hand for Le Bon to describe this practice of freely linking meanings
to empty signs: rhetoric.

This fear of the free-floating signifier was a typically modernist affliction, as
the same apprehension pertained to social domains other than language alone,
such as money and the human body. While banks created paper money ex nihilo,
a curious discursive convention made a fiduciary monetary system work. It is no
accident, as John Attridge demonstrates, that monetary metaphors were invoked
by Nietzsche, Henry James, Joseph Conrad, and Remy de Gourmont when they
talked about the outworn signifiers of language (6).3 The human body also fell
prey to doubt. Speech and gesture were long perceived as the individual’s prime
instruments to fluently and unproblematically express their mind’s conceptions.
They were therefore the natural terrain of all theories of rhetorical delivery. Yet,
this connection was ruptured for multiple reasons around the turn of the century:
assumptions of mental agency and conscious motivation behind vocal and bodily
expression came under pressure. Hysteria and shell shock, for instance, produced
gesturing bodies without intelligible significance. New media such as the phono-
graph severed the speaking voice from the body and rendered the presence of a
motivating consciousness seemingly superfluous.

In literary circles, this overarching “crisis of signification” animated the early
20th century debate. In that sense, the term ‘rhetoric’ shows the interconnection
of the literary debate and contemporary anxieties about the masses and, impor-
tantly, about the power of language, to which was ascribed a deceptive force. The
new poetry of the 20th century was intended, so modernist authors and commen-
tators argued, to remedy this undesirable tendency of language. Imagism, for
instance, was to a considerable extent built upon this preoccupation. The mani-
festo Pound published in Poetry magazine in 1913 listed “direct treatment of the

2 Le Bon’s book was translated anonymously into English as The Crowd: A Study of the Popular
Mind as early as 1896.
3 Such metaphors are also featured in the works of French writers such as Charles Baudelaire,
StéphaneMallarmé, Paul Claudel, to name only a few, and constitute the very core of André Gide’s
famous novel, Les faux-monnayeurs (The Counterfeiters, 1925).
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‘thing’” as its prime dictum (“A Few Don’ts” 199). Imagist poetry would close the
gap between word and thing by taking sensory data for its source, not vague
abstractions or empty signs. The founders of Imagism, T. E. Hulme and Ezra
Pound, were well-versed in French poetry and in the philosophy and criticism of
Henri Bergson and Remy de Gourmont. It is within the context of Pound’s devel-
opment of the Imagist movement from the basis of French criticism that his
polemical statements about ‘rhetoric’ have to be understood. In his Memoir of
Gaudier-Brzeska, Pound admitted that “the nineties saw a movement against
rhetoric,” but made it clear that much work remained to be done:4

All poetic language is the language of exploration. Since the beginning of bad writing,
writers have used images as ornaments. The point of Imagisme is that it does not use images
as ornaments. The image itself is the speech. The image is the word beyond formulated
language. (88, emphasis in the original)

For when words cease to cling close to things, kingdoms fall, empires wane and diminish.
Rome went because it was no longer the fashion to hit the nail on the head. They desired
orators. (114)

Imagists, in other words, vowed to make images the only substance, rather than
the additional ornaments, of their poetry.5 Out of a desire to reunite word and
thing – their separation served ‘orators’ but endangered the polis – the motivated
image would replace the conventional sign, thereby overstepping the mediating
function of language. The image, to overstate things slightly, abolished language.

The imagists’ resulting insistence on precision and the use of only the exact
word went further than Yeats’s decision to “strip away everything artificial,”
tuning poetic language to plain speech.6 “The common word is not the same thing
as mot juste [sic], not by a long way,” Pound noted succinctly, after having
explained that “Wordsworth talked about ‘common words,’ and that Leigh Hunt

4 Pound reprinted a number of his essays on Imagism and Vorticism in his Gaudier-Brzeska
(1916). The first quotation is from an essay originally published in the Fortnightly Review in 1914.
The second is from the sixth installment (titled “An Analysis of this Decade”) of his “Affirmations”
series for The NewAge, written in 1915.
5 In a different essay of the “Affirmations” series Pound had explicitly linked ornament to
rhetoric: “We have left false metaphor, ornamental metaphor to the rhetorician.” (“Affirmations
IV” 349)
6 Indeed, Yeats acknowledged that “[w]e rebelled against rhetoric, and now there is a group of
younger poets who dare to call us rhetorical” (“Poetry’s Banquet” 26). The fact is, Pound had
accused Yeats of “believ[ing] in the glamour and associationswhich hang near thewords,” stating
he preferred the views of FordMadox Ford, who “would strip words of all ‘association’ for the sake
of getting a precise meaning” (“Status Rerum” 125).
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wrote to Byron advising him against clichés. But it did not deter Byron from
clichés” (Gaudier 115). To the skeptical Imagist, everyday language, or “the
common word” as Pound has it, might in fact be more liable than, say, scientific
or poetic language to rest on large quantities of clichés. The use of the patterns of
common speech in poetry, in other words, did not seem to guarantee a more
direct access to lived experience. On the contrary, the new poetry, which had to
be a poetry based on direct sensory experience rather than on ready-made
‘rhetoric,’ was deemed to be the only thing able to cure the infirmity of common
language.

The foundations of Pound’s Sprachskepsis, as indicated above, can be found
in the literary criticism of Remy de Gourmont, whom Pound considered a truly
great critic, a “civilizing agent” and a “polymath culture hero” (Sieburth 1–2).
While Sieburth admits that Gourmont’s “critical influence on Pound was certainly
less than Ford Madox Ford’s,” he still contends that “his Problème du style
provided a theoretical context for Imagism that Ford’s writings could never have
supplied” (5). Sieburth moreover adds that “Pound’s essays of early 1912 reflect
the fundamental themes of Le Problème du style, most notably its insistence on a
style that would, by the visual immediacy of its images, bring the word ‘close to
the thing,’ ‘break up cliché,’ and ‘disintegrate these magnetised groups that stand
between the reader of poetry and the drive of it’” (12).7 Gourmont himself recog-
nized in Imagism a hopeful new turn in poetry, emphasizing its rejection of
‘rhetoric’ in the following remark:

The English imagists clearly ensue from the French symbolists. One sees this primarily in
their horror of cliché, their horror of rhetoric and of the grandiose, of the oratorical genre –
an easy genre the imitators of Victor Hugo have made eternally revolting to us; the precision
of language, the clarity of vision, the concentration of the thought which they like to
synthesize in one dominant image.8

Even though not all Imagists would agree that they ‘evidently’ carried forward the
line of French Symbolism, they did recognize their method in such markers as
precision and concentration, and in the by now familiar denunciation of ‘rhetoric’
and ‘oratory.’9

7 Sieburth quotes from The Selected Prose of Ezra Pound, 41.
8 Our translation. Cited by René Taupin, who states that Gourmont wrote this in an article for La
France (5 May 1915) that was later republished in theMercure de France (June 1915) (87).
9 If Gourmont saw Imagism as a force against rhetoric, Pound thought the same about Gourmont,
writing the following in an “Imaginary Letter” in The Little Review: “De Gourmont is dead, and
with him has ceased Monsieur Croquant, and I suppose the washy rhetoricians, this back-flush of
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Before we turn our attention to Le Problème du style, which Gourmont
conceived as an elaborate refutation of a stylistics manual (i. e. a product of the
rhetorical tradition) by Antoine Albalat, it is useful to first discuss a shared
interest of Gourmont and Pound: the “dissociation of ideas,” treated by Gourmont
in an essay by the same title of 1899. Gourmont’s method consists, essentially, of
“breaking up cliché,” and exemplifies the hostility to language underlying the
concept of literary style he promoted. In this essay Gourmont argues that lan-
guage “likes to enrich itself” with figures of speech that are in fact “associations
of ideas” (4).10 Associations of ideas are ideas or images that have been “united
by tradition,” sometimes so durably that they become “commonplaces” or even
universally accepted “truths” (5–6). The problem is that these truths are subse-
quently never verified by experience and rest merely on abstractions. It is in these
commonplaces that the power of language resides: “Language is thus a great
cause of deception. It evolves in abstraction, while life evolves in complete
concrete reality. Between speech and the things designated by speech, there is the
same distance as between a landscape and the description of a landscape.” (27)
Gourmont thus joined the ranks of those intellectuals warning against demagogu-
ery made possible through the secret power of words. The unthinking masses, so
it was feared, could be manipulated easily by feeding them ready-made common-
places far removed from the complications of real experience.

These insights, once translated into literary criticism in Le Problème du style –
Gourmont advocated a highly individualized style characterized by intellectual
detachment and verbal precision – attracted not only Pound and the Imagists, but
also, and perhaps even more strongly, T. S. Eliot, whose essay collection The
SacredWood (1920) lauded Gourmont as “the perfect critic.”11 When Peter Nicholls
writes that “Eliot’s early essays return almost obsessively to the need for some sort
of literary objectification” (190), he refers to Eliot’s insistence on the value of
sensory experience (direct access to the object itself) as a source of data for poetry
(and criticism). Thus, Eliot shared with Gourmont a distaste for ornamentation
and abstraction, based on both critics’ understanding of the linguistic sign. Of
Swinburne, for instance, Eliot wrote that “it is not merely the sound that he wants,
but the vague associations of idea that the words give him” (147), thereby applying
Gourmont and Pound’s analysis of the dangerous nature of the “association of

dead symbolism, dead celticism etc., will have its way, their ways, south of the channel. There
seems no one to stop it.” (40)
10 We quote from the English translation by William Aspenwall Bradley, “The Disassociation of
Ideas,” published inDecadence and Other Essays on the Culture of Ideas, 3–35.
11 For the essay “The Perfect Critic” Eliot selected quotations from Gourmont as section head-
ings.
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ideas” in language to Victorian verse. “It is, in fact, the word that gives him the
thrill, not the object,” he added, because the word has become detached from the
thing, while “[l]anguage in a healthy state presents the object, is so close to the
object that the two are identified” (149). Eliot had his diagnosis ready for the kind
of literature that resorted to sentimental cliché and disregarded the dogma of
objectified experience: it suffered from the “pathology of rhetoric” (30).

The ubiquity of the word ‘rhetoric’ in critical discourse and the instability of
its meaning appears to have prompted it being studied in its own right. Attempts
were made to give ‘rhetoric’ a positive sense in theories about language and
literary style. Eliot himself realized ‘rhetoric’ had become a “key term.” His essay
“‘Rhetoric’ and Poetic Drama” studied the term precisely as such. When critical
opinion treated Edmond Rostand as “the exponent of ‘rhetoric,’” Eliot speculated,
“we begin to suspect that the word is merely a vague term of abuse for any style
that is bad, that is so evidently bad that we do not recognize the necessity for
greater precision in the phrases we apply to it” (Sacred Wood 78). The prime
example, however, of a truemodernist revaluation of the term ‘rhetoric’ and a new
vision for literary language came from France: author and critic Jean Paulhan.

Jean Paulhan (1884–1968) is generally considered to be the first and most
important figure of rhetoric’s revival in France and it could indeed be argued that
it was largely thanks to his relentless and somewhat stubborn effort that rhetoric
eventually came to rise – to borrow the title of an essay he penned in 1938 – “from
its ashes.” Considering what appeared to be a clear modern literary consensus –
what had become by then quite literally a commonplace – in favor of uncompro-
mised originality and authenticity and against any shared “art of writing,” Paul-
han observed that

the modern world has curiously renounced rhetoric for the same reasons that had created
rhetoric. If we devised rules and genres in the first place, it was to guarantee the human
spirit its full freedom, to allow it its cry, and wonder, and heartfelt song. And it is likewise to
guarantee this song and these surprises that, today, we reject rules and endeavor to mix
genres. (“Rhetoric” 46)

What exactly had happened and how was one to explain that such a curious
reversal of attitude was even possible, wondered Paulhan? Why was rhetoric now
ridiculed when it had once been revered? What did it use to say to us that it no
longer said?12 As Paulhan would go on to argue, the problem was perhaps rather
that his contemporaries no longer seemed to be able to listen.

12 In an early draft of “Les Figures ou la Rhétorique décryptée” (the essay was published in Les
Cahiers du Sud in 1949) Paulhan writes: “Il nous semblerait plutôt de nos jours que la Rhétorique
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Although most of Jean Paulhan’s critical and literary output is in our days
relatively neglected outside of France or only now being rediscovered, it seems
impossible to overstate his importance as an editor as well as one of the most
brilliant essayists of his time. Indeed, many of Paulhan’s essays on language and
literature anticipate and inspire important critical and theoretical literary debates
of the second half of the 20th century. In spite of his famed discretion, self-
effacement and (false) modesty (he claimed to be be “nothing but a grammarian,”
De la paille et du grain 108), Paulhan, who was the powerful director of the
Nouvelle Revue Française during l’entre-deux-guerres – probably at the time the
foremost literary journal in Europe – and the founder of the Lettres Françaises,
the underground publication of the French Résistance, was considered in his days
the éminence grise of French letters and the “greatest critic-discoverer of the
century” as André Malraux once observed.13 His considerable influence and his
paradigm-shaping exchanges with several major poets, writers and thinkers, such
as Julien Benda, Paul Éluard, André Gide, Francis Ponge, Roger Caillois, Michel
Leiris, Jean-Paul Sartre or Maurice Blanchot, to name only a few, in part came to
define our very idea of modernist literature.14 Yet, interestingly, although he
championed the vanguard of the literature and the visual arts of his time and was
in close contact with many of the French avant-garde movements (opening up, for
instance, the pages of the NRF to the likes of the Surrealists, Antonin Artaud,
Georges Bataille, members of Le Grand Jeu or the Collège de Sociologie), Paulhan
remained in many respects resolutely anti-modern in his own convictions, espe-
cially in his fascination for and defense of what he came to call ‘la Rhétorique,’
with a capital ‘r.’ In an era when the literary community was – as he saw it –
being threatened and split up into ever more confidential literary coteries driven
by revolutionary zeal, Paulhan expressed confidence in the possibility of commu-
nication, while remaining deeply concerned, however, with the ambiguities and
the uncertainties of language, as if nagged by the acute feeling of a tragic fragility
of meaning.15 His ambition – the ambition of a lifetime – consisted in finding

[…] nous jette péniblement dans les combinaisons verbales et les arrangements matériels, […]
dans les astuces et les manigances. Que s’est-il passé? […] tantôt tournée en ridicule (comme il
arrive de nos jours) tantôt révérée (comme il arrivait jadis).” (Œuvres complètes II. L’Art de la
contradiction 570–572) The last question is taken from a later version entitled Le traité des figures:
“Que voulait-elle nous dire, qu’elle ne nous dit plus?” (280)
13 Qtd. by Laurence Brisset in La NRF de Paulhan, back cover.
14 For more on the Nouvelle Revue Française as the “arbiter” of modernism in France, see
Cornick.
15 “It seems to me that a more precise notion of the fragility of meaning, of the necessity to
‘achieve’ it at every moment […] could have spared Bréal various errors, or rather one slight and
continual error.” (Paulhan, “Lettre à André Thérive,” Choix de lettres 70, our translation)
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ways of sustaining or re-invigorating our confidence in language to prevent its
becoming, in Gourmont’s words, a “great cause of deception.”16 In short, Paul-
han’s hope throughout the years was to devise a “method” to exorcise the
Sprachskepsis that had haunted European literature since the turn of the century,
and that only had been made more severe by the catastrophic experience of the
First World War. To borrow from the title Maurice Blanchot gave to his 1941
influential account of Les fleurs de Tarbes, Paulhan’s entire œuvre could be
conceived as the repeated attempt to answer this sole question: How is literature
possible?

From early on, Paulhan had diagnosed in several essays and with a rare
lucidity the difficulties of expression witnessed in the interwar period, a time
marked by mistrust and distress; everything happened, as he remarked, “as if
every man were mysteriously afflicted by an illness of language” (Flowers 7). A
few years later Jean-Paul Sartre would also denounce this ‘cancer’ of language in
his well-known essay What is literature? (1947), noting that the first duty of any
writer was in fact to seek to re-establish the dignity of language.17 Such an
imperative more or less summarizes what Paulhan considered his principal task.

Paulhan worked on The Flowers of Tarbes, the “precious book” praised by
Gide, over the course of many years, from the start of the twenties until its
publication in 1941. It remains, to date, his best-known contribution, hismagnum
opus (Paulhan often voiced his determination to make this book his very own
Discourse on Method) and no doubt the only one of his works likely to be familiar
to English readers. In it, Paulhan exposes the age-old quarrel raging through
literary history between ‘Rhetoric’ and ‘Terror,’ the latter consisting, as he sees it,
of a hatred of words and a violent refusal to submit to the yoke of language. The
terrorist writer, declared by Paulhan a “misologist” (Flowers 34), fears the trea-
cherous power of words, asserts at every instant the complete singularity of his
voice and endeavors to be entirely free of literary conventions, which according
to him amount to little else than a shameful compromise; he rejects inherited
genres, forms and tropes and, as if possessed by a “secret desire to humiliate” an
oppressive language (31), dreams instead of a transparency and immediacy of
expression that, ultimately, would amount to the perfect congruence of words
and thoughts, signs and things, the material and the spiritual. More than any-

16 These are the words of Remy de Gourmont; we can easily apply them to Paulhan: “Words,
which are signs, are almost always ciphers as well […] but cipher implies deciphering. It is not
easy to understand even the sincerest writing, and the author himself often goes astray because
the meaning of words varies not only from one man to another, but from moment to moment, in
the case of the sameman. Language is thus a great cause of deception.” (Decadence 26–27)
17 “Notre premier devoir d’écrivain est […] de rétablir le langage dans sa dignité.” (281–282)
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thing, the terrorist abhors commonplaces and clichés, since they signal a defeat
of thought, “a thought that is not so much indolent as it is submissive, not so
much inert as it is led astray, and as if possessed” (20).

Of course, the capitalized ‘Terror’ inevitably awakens the memory of 1793 – it
should be noted in passing that The Flowers of Tarbes was published under
German Occupation – and Paulhan surely had in mind, among many other
historical examples of ‘Terror’ (Montaigne, Rimbaud, etc.), Romanticism’s ambi-
tion to carry directly into literature the upheaval and tabula rasa of the French
Revolution. One simply needs to recall that Victor Hugo famously prided himself
on having “put a red bonnet on the old lexicon” (107). However, in denouncing
‘Terror’ Paulhan was first and foremost taking aim at his Surrealist contempo-
raries, who, through the discovery of automatic writing, were not only trying to
evade, as Symons had put it, the “old bondage of rhetoric” (8), but were staging a
full-fledged revolt that was to take them, to borrow Pound’s words, “beyond
formulated language” (Memoir 88) altogether. Declaring themselves triumphant
over a literature they despised, Breton and his acolytes had come to believe, as
Paulhan saw it, that they were gaining access to “the freshness of a communal
innocence” (Flowers 24). The trouble, of course, is that “no one is safe” (28) from
the suspicion brought about by ‘Terror’: any work of literature, no matter how
original or truthful its author intended it to be, can later be found guilty of
verbalism. The consequence, as Paulhan points out rather poignantly, is devas-
tating: “we only wanted to break free from a language that was too conventional
and now we are close to breaking free from all human language” (11). ‘Terror,’ it
seemed to him, could only lead, in the end, to silence, despair, solitude or
madness.

At first sight Paulhan thus gives the impression, in the early part of his
demonstration, of siding unambiguously with ‘Rhetoric’ and against ‘Terror,’ as
he invites his reader to make a notable attempt to rehabilitate the arts of
language. As he explains, the rhetorician embraces without hesitation the reper-
toire of images, the forms, the vocabulary and the norms that are given to him –
as they are, in fact, given to everyone else – because he knows that thought is
always only possible within the mold of language. Furthermore, he is well aware
that “in order to avoid” a single cliché which may perhaps consist of nothing but
words devoid of any intention, “Terror ends up ruining a hundred others that
would be perfectly comprehensible” (75).

Paulhan’s fascination for the commonplace, which came to constitute the
theoretical matrix of all his work, had been born early on while he lived for three
years (1908–1910) in colonial Madagascar, dispatched as a professeur de lettres
among the Merina people. There, he witnessed and eventually took part in
strange ritualistic oratory jousts and discovered the hainteny, “enigmatic poems”
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(Les Hain-tenys 69) or tidbits of Malagasy wisdom “held in high esteem” (“Experi-
ence” 6) that were exchanged by participants and whose undeniable authority
and striking effectiveness Paulhan immediately noticed.18 These proverbs, which
he collected, translated and tried to organize in various categories, alerted him to
the existence of a ‘second’ order of linguistic utterances wherein meaning gave
itself with a force and a self-evidence that distinguished them from ordinary
speech. As Paulhan recounts in his essay The Experience of the Proverb, published
decades later (1930), as long as he tried to understand the semantics of the
proverb he was using in his attempt to become a participant, he remained
incapable of producing the desired effect of immediate persuasion. But once he
stopped thinking about what the proverb might mean, the miracle occurred and
the words “worked.” This lesson was obviously still very much on Paulhan’s mind
as he wrote his Flowers: “The simplest experiment teaches us that whenever there
is power, words seem to be invisible; and when words do appear, there is no
longer any power” (51). The early “experience” of the proverb in Madagascar and
the discovery it led to held such importance for Paulhan that he never ceased
returning to it, and the Merina society remained for him the very model of felicity
in language, the proof that expression without ‘terror’ was possible. As critic
Laurent Jenny puts it, this was a “myth Paulhan wanted to believe in – for it was
perhaps the only one to provide him with the image of a happy Rhetoric” (24, our
translation).

This fascination with a non-Western language was something Paulhan
shared with Ezra Pound, who looked to China for a remedy for the Western
linguistic malaise – a remedy he similarly wanted to believe in. Pound promoted
the writings of Ernest Fenollosa, an American professor and amateur sinologist
whose theories about Chinese language and poetry were presented by Pound as
the perfect justification of his own Imagist program of visual immediacy in poetry.
In the essay on “The Chinese Written Character,” it is argued that the Chinese
ideogram “follows natural suggestion,” while everyday English is removed from
real experience, and “depends upon sheer convention” (58). So, while their
conclusions were radically different, both Paulhan and Pound tried to get out of
the deadlock of Sprachskepsis by turning to exotic linguistic systems.

As is surely obvious by now, Paulhan’s definition of the term ‘Rhetoric’
remains, throughout the various uses he makes of it, all-encompassing and quite
distinct from what Gérard Genette famously labelled “rhétorique restreinte”

18 “I never saw anyone interrupt a proverb. On the contrary, it was as if everyone were giving it
his or her full attention as if to further it, to ease its progress – as when one supports with ‘all one’s
heart’ an acrobat during a dangerous stunt.” (“The Experience of the Proverb” 7)
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(although Paulhan also did compose a Treatise of Tropes, the final version of
which was published in 1966).19 Beyond eloquence, invention or even persuasion,
Paulhan’s understanding of the term points to an overall attitude in language, to
a way of experiencing expression. A case in point is that for Paulhan literature
was an interesting object of study primarily because it presents us with “langage
grossi,” enlarged language (Alain 296), as if under a magnifying glass. In this way
Paulhan’s approach heralded a generalized rhetoric such as Paul de Man and
others would come to define it.20

It would be tempting for us to conclude, as has often been done, that Paulhan
was thus the Rhetorician par excellence, careful never to make an impossible
absolute the essence of literature, and only preoccupied by the conditions of
effective communication (Paulhan in fact had planned a follow-up volume to The
Flowers of Tarbes, entitled The Gift of Language and devoted more specifically to
Rhetoric, but could never bring himself to complete it). Of course, as anyone who
has read The Flowers of Tarbes – a most perplexing and at times quite infuriating
text – will recognize, things are not so simple and Paulhan locates in the conflict
between ‘Terror’ and ‘Rhetoric,’ recurring throughout the ages, an incessant and
invisible series of reversals between two sides that, upon careful consideration,
prove to have much in common, susceptible as they are to morph into their
opposite when pushed “as far as [they] will go” (85). ‘Rhetoric,’ for one, is never
entirely deprived of a latent violence and often shows itself all too swift in
imposing its law, its chains. ‘Terror,’ on the other hand, because of its constant
fear of being fooled by words and its desire to rid itself of any hindrance, ends up
paradoxically “more preoccupied with language” (76) than Rhetoric has ever
been. An imagined, ideal and elusive solution to this seemingly inescapable
vicious circle Paulhan calls ‘Maintenance’ – the rejection of Terror’s demands and
the lucid and vigilant acquiescence to the conventional nature of language, risky
and duplicitous as words may remain. For, commonplace expressions are not, as
Paulhan points out,

common, despite their name and despite their appearance. On the contrary […] they are an
exceptionally vacillating and diverse form of expression, one that lends itself to being
understood in two, even four, different ways, and a kind of monster. (78)

Thus what Paulhan advocates is not simply a candid return to Rhetoric, but rather
a wager, “a reconciliation and a yes” (92), in short an act of faith, lucid, ever
vigilant, and fully aware of the consequences of ‘Terror,’ to finally make common-

19 The original title was Traité des figures ou la Rhétorique décryptée.
20 Formore on this see Compagnon, especially 1265–1268.
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places truly “common.”21 As he wrote in “Rhetoric Rises from its Ashes,” “the fact
is that we must commit ourselves to it [language] – and take the risk” (56). The
very conclusion of The Flowers of Tarbes, however, suspends the possibility of a
clear “yes” and enacts, instead, the very undecidability and monstrosity that
Paulhan’s “method” had sought to identify and tame once and for all. Thus the
infamous last sentence of the book, to the surprise of its reader, is the following:
“Let’s just say I have said nothing.” (94)

Paulhan’s work ultimately demonstrates that there existed more than one
way out of the modernist Sprachskepsis. If the loss of faith in language was a
typically modernist affliction, the relentless search for ways to escape this condi-
tion was no less typically modernist. Paulhan argued that one could either try to
expel language and its commonplace expressions, or to expel precisely one’s
obsession with language and its commonplace expressions. His ‘rhetoric’ was
thus simply a different path out of the linguistic crisis than the one chosen by the
literary avant-gardes of his time.

The English literary avant-garde, as demonstrated above, showed all the
symptoms of the initial linguistic crisis, but writers such as Pound and Eliot never
actually took their poetics to dadaist or surrealist (i. e. radically ‘terrorist’)
lengths. It is indeed clear that, despite their anti-rhetorical statements, neither the
Imagists nor modernist king pin Eliot mobilized their literary writings in a cam-
paign to uproot language and thwart its commonly shared codes that make
communication possible. Without claiming that English modernism developed its
own Paulhanian ‘Maintenance,’ a few examples illustrate that what could be
called a classicist undercurrent from time to time surfaces in its poetic projects.
Even the term ‘rhetoric’ tends to get hauled up in connection with a reconsidered
role of language and the commonplace in poetry. In his early reconsideration of
rhetoric in “‘Rhetoric’ and Poetic Drama” (mentioned above), Eliot set literary
critics the task “to avoid the assumption that rhetoric is a vice of manner, and
endeavour to find a rhetoric of substance also, which is right because it issues
from what it has to express” (Sacred Wood 79). Although Eliot remained silent
about commonplaces in this essay, he identified a good kind of rhetoric in literary
history: the best of Elizabethan poetic drama could be called ‘rhetorical,’ but it
was a genuine rhetoric that reflected a “variation in feeling” or the “alterations of
emotion” (80–81).

21 The notion of a “yes” to language came to be crucial to Francis Ponge, a major figure of
20th century French poetry and a close friend of Paulhan, who published his first collection of
poems, Le Parti pris des choses in 1942. In his Pour un Malherbe (1965), Ponge presents this “yes”
spoken in a “resolute tone” as the very essence of speech, “the only justification of parole (prose
or poetry) once all the reasons to stay silent have been left behind” (186–187, our translation).
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While Eliot definitely did not wholeheartedly and unambiguously commit
himself to Paulhan’s reconciliation and “yes” to commonplace expressions,
neither did he throw out the baby (language) with the bathwater (vicious rheto-
ric). When Eliot wrote in “Little Gidding,” echoing Mallarmé’s famous pronounce-
ment, that “speech impelled us / To purify the dialect of the tribe” (Collected
Poems 194), he did not opt, as Dada for instance did, for a poetry cut off from
commonly shared language, but committed himself precisely to a delicate care of
the social medium that language is. As Morag Shiach writes, “[p]reserving and
improving the national language are integral to Eliot’s poetic project,” since Eliot,
in this phase of his poetic career, stated plainly: “I do not believe that the task of
the poet is primarily and always to effect a revolution in language. It would not be
desirable even if it were possible […].” (29)22 The foremost example of a poet who
had found his poetry in social speech, freely exploiting registers and clichés from
a carefully calculated distance and behind a series of ‘masks,’ was Jules Laforgue
(1860–1887) – and he was admired for it by both Pound and Eliot. Laforgue’s
ironic stance opened possibilities for Eliot of a truthful rhetoric generated by self-
dramatization, as advocated in “‘Rhetoric’ and Poetic Drama.” In a statement
reminiscent of Paulhan’s basic understanding of the relation between word and
thought, Eliot wrote about his 1920 Poems that “the form gave the impetus to the
content” (Bush, Eliot 24).

Pound, too, mentioned Laforgue as an example of what he called “good
verbalism,”which appears to be the vice of rhetoric turned into a virtue. In “Irony,
Laforgue and Some Satire,” he wrote that “[b]ad verbalism is rhetoric, or the use
of cliché unconsciously, or a mere playing with phrases. But there is good
verbalism, distinct from lyricism or imagism, and in this Laforgue is a master. He
writes not the popular language of any country but an international tongue
common to the excessively cultivated […].” (97) For Pound, who clearly did not
use the term ‘rhetoric’ in a positive sense in 1917, it was irony that allowed a
conscious and deliberately intellectually distanced use of cliché.

There was thus a tendency in modernist poetics to incorporate rhetoric.
Paulhan debunked the terrorist myth, advocated a re-embrace of language’s
nature, and proposed, though not without ambiguity and doubt, a restoration
(meaning both rehabilitation and major repair) of commonplace expressions.
Pound and Eliot opted for an ironic stance – perhaps a different effect of the same
ambiguity as Paulhan’s – but nonetheless set out on a search for a new, moder-
nist rhetoric in which ideas were allowed to be communicable and language to be

22 Shiach here quotes from Eliot’s essay “The Music of Poetry,” published in On Poetry and Poets
(35).
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communal. After its ‘purification,’ everyday language, with its clichés and com-
monplaces, was ready to serve as poetic language.

This attempt at lifting ‘rhetoric’ from modernist critical discourse and study-
ing it as a historical key term reveals that modernism’s so-called elimination of
rhetoric was not simply the abandonment of one style in favor of a new one, one
that did not rely upon rhetorical tropes and figures. Instead, it becomes clear
that the ostentatious rejection of ‘rhetoric’ was in fact the sign, more fundamen-
tally, of a skeptical attitude towards language itself. Moreover, this means that
‘rhetoric’ was a critical term available for exploring the relationship between
poetry and everyday language, and that it could be reappropriated for new
purposes.
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